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Executive summary
This report is the Intermediate Note of Task 3.1, “Evolution of RN threats”. The Intermediate
Note is an internal preliminary contribution to INCLUDING activities, and it will feed into the
official Deliverable, D3.1 “Evolution of RN threats” due at M56. This analysis will focus on RN
unconventional threats and how they are evolving, by investigating the trends which are likely
to characterise radiological and nuclear (RN) events that might be conducted by criminal or
terrorist actors in the future. By examining cases that have occurred in the past, the Note tries
to assess the types of threats that continue to represent a risk today and might continue do so
in the upcoming years. Accordingly, the Note also aims to provide inputs to Task 3.2 and Task
3.3, with the inclusion of some preliminary findings related to main strengths and weaknesses
of the management of RN events.
The first part of the document is an overview of past RN events. More specifically, it takes into
consideration cases that saw the involvement of RN material in the past few years. The
analysis ranges from smuggling activities, such as the illicit trafficking of nuclear material that
was recently discovered in Vienna (December 2019), to sabotage of nuclear facilities, like the
attempted sabotage of the Doel Nuclear Power Station (August 2014).
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Building upon the past events, the report outlines the evolution of RN events conducted by
criminal or terrorist networks. Four types of dangerous activities involving RN material are
identified as most likely to pose future threats – the smuggling of RN material, cyber-attacks
to nuclear facilities, sabotage of nuclear installations or other facilities hosting RN material,
and construction and employment of RN crude devices. New technologies, such as unmanned
aerial systems (UASs) could have an impact on the development of future threats and are
taken into consideration in the analysis. After having delineated such threats, some space is
dedicated to an assessment of the perception of the community of RN experts on the matter.
A final section briefly introduces a selection of existing weaknesses in the training activities
meant to instruct those involved in RN emergencies. On this issue, special attention is given
to the importance of effective collaboration between the civil and the military sectors.
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1. Introduction
1.1 The INCLUDING project
INCLUDING connects 15 Partners from 10 EU Member States (MS), bringing together
infrastructure, equipment and experts coming from Medical Organizations, Fire Corps,
Government Department, Municipalities, Law Enforcement Agencies, Ministries,
Governmental and Civilian Research Institutes and Industries operating in the field of
radiological and nuclear emergencies. Far from being a simple aggregation of entities
separated geographically and with complementary expertise, INCLUDING pursues to develop
a Federation in which individual Members will cooperate together to provide a common
framework to standardise access to their respective facilities, enhance interoperability and
allow a more intensive use of expensive equipment. The operative tool to manage the
Federation will be a web-based platform with a sophisticated architecture and whose
functionality has been proven in a previous EU project. At the same time, the project aims to
enhance practical know-how and to boost a European sustainable training and development
framework for practitioners in the Radiological and Nuclear Security sector.
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The INCLUDING project will be flexible in order to include new facilities and innovation in
technology, organisations and procedures. The plurality of facilities and expertise in the
INCLUDING Federation reflects the complex and intertwined structure of the prevention and
response phases of RN threats and will provide to the practitioners a set of real or emulated
scenarios where to test concept of operations in a controlled environment.
The Joint Actions will be the focal points of the project. They are multidisciplinary field
exercises, table-top exercises, training, serious gaming and simulation organised at their
premises by the project partners and with the objective of demonstrating the added value of
the Federated scheme and of the use of an innovative tool like the INCLUDING web based
Platform to manage a pan European network of training facilities and resources.

1.2 Scope of the project
The main objectives of INCLUDING are:
●

●

●

●
●

●

To provide Practitioners in the RN security sector an Innovative European cluster
pursuing a Pan-European Federated model to optimise sharing of resources and
expertise and paving the way for a certified collective membership easing inter-facilities
access to members of the Federation and smooth the way for equipment circulation;
To develop a centralised improved management tool for remote booking and utilisation
of resources in the Federation, joint engagement in training sessions development and
post-event assessment;
To contribute to the development of a common learning framework for RN training also
to facilitate the uptake and integration of new technologies and methodologies for
practitioners in the RN field;
To capitalise results and training facilities developed in previously funded EU and
national projects;
To execute Joint Actions (drills, multidisciplinary field exercise, table top exercise,
training sessions, instrument testing, etc…) to validate the Federated model and
whose scenarios are developed following the reconnaissance of emerging RN
unconventional threats and to bridge gaps in the specific exercise, simulation and
training functions;
To collaborate with other EU projects and Clusters and plan future developments
enabling long-term cooperation and future Federation enlargement and sustainability.

1.3 Purpose of the document
The purpose of Work Package 3 is to conduct a review of RN events with a specific focus on
intentional and terroristic (or potentially terroristic) activities. WP3 will study emerging
unconventional threats with a focus on reported attempts to smuggle radiological and nuclear
materials, dirty bombs fabrication, radiological poisoning, threatened attacks to nuclear
installations, in order to assess strengths and weaknesses in the whole crisis management
cycle (from Prevention to Recovery). In this context, this Intermediate Note of Task 3.1 is an
internal note on RN unconventional threats and how they are evolving to provide an overall
analysis of the state of the art of RN terroristic and intentional activities and the emerging key
trends. The analysis is produced to serve also as a starting point for Task 3.2 and Task 3.3.
6
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1.4 Research perimeter
The research conducted in this Intermediate Note focuses on past unconventional events that
saw the employment of radiological or nuclear material and trends which might outline future
criminal and terrorist activities. In line with INCLUDING definition, an unconventional RN
scenario is “a threat that materializes as an abrupt and brutal event that evolves to a complex
problem where every weakness comes to the forefront if proper measures are not taken in
advance”.1 The first episode of radiological and nuclear terrorism dates back to 1995 in
Moscow, when Chechen rebels alerted the international media threatening the possible
detonation of a canister containing 137Cs. This event brought to public domain the concept of
“dirty bomb”. Since then, the RN unconventional scenarios have been evolving. For this
reasons, types of events that will indeed be considered here and that belong to such new
“scenarios “ include the following: illegal trafficking and smuggling of RN material, detonation
of a dirty bomb, intentional dispersal of RN material in the environment, sabotage of a nuclear
facility. Both intentional/criminal acts and attempted terrorist attacks will be taken into account.
Violent activities conducted by organised crime generally have profit as their final objective.
Differently, terrorists normally act with the goal of intimidating the population or forcing
governments or institutions to achieve their own political objectives.2 All the examined cases
and future threats have intentional causes, and are conducted by malicious actors, in line with
the IAEA Glossary classification.3 For the sake of this analysis, malicious actors are terrorist
and criminal individuals or organisations. Accidental RN events related i.e. to natural disasters,
military warfare, industrial accidents are not included in this report, being out of the scope of
the Project.
The research focuses on events occurred in the EU geographical area limited to the last ten
years (namely, 2010-2020). The geographical and time perimeter is the foundation to provide
an analysis that should reflect the recent evolution of RN related threats, specifically in the EU
territory, so as to give a first input for the identification of gaps in training at an EU level and
Joint Actions use cases/scenarios. RN events occurred outside the European geographical
area or the aforementioned timeframe are mentioned only if particularly important, or when
relevant for the aim of this study.

1.5 Methodology
The first part of this Note was drafted through in-depth desk research aimed at gaining a
comprehensive picture of past RN criminal and terrorist events in Europe, in order to analyse
how RN events have evolved in the last 10 years. The desk research was conducted by IAI
as WP leader, and complemented by the contributions received from the WP partners. In
particular, partners gave their input by sharing information on RN unconventional events

1

INCLUDING Grant Agreement, Part B, p. 2.
UNODC, University Module Series, https://www.unodc.org/e4j/en/organized-crime/module-1/keyissues/similarities-and-differences.html.
3
Taking as point of reference the IAEA Glossary, the events and threats considered in this analysis
are those incidents that have intentional causes, and that are unauthorized, malicious acts, e.g.
sabotage, or theft. See: IAEA, “IAEA Safety Glossary. Terminology Used in Nuclear Safety and
Radiation Protection”, 2018, Table at p.86, https://wwwpub.iaea.org/MTCD/Publications/PDF/PUB1830_web.pdf
2
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occurred until 10 years in the past and by providing written contributions on their specific
expertise.
In addition, IAI prepared a questionnaire that was distributed during the INCLUDING
Workshop on 27th January 2020 in Frascati and completed by 20 stakeholders belonging to
the RN community. The questionnaire’s purpose was to gather feedbacks and inputs on
stakeholders’ perception regarding specific RN unconventional threats and on the likelihood
for these events to happen in the future, as well as on gaps in training from Prevention to the
Recovery phase. To this end, participants were asked to either respond with open answers to
given questions or assign a value from 1 to 5 to given statements. Individuals with different
backgrounds related to the RN sector, ranging from first responders to RN experts,
participated to the survey. This allowed IAI to assess what these parties consider to be the
most urgent issues to address, besides gathering a series of advice and recommendations on
the matter. A detailed statistical analysis of answers delivered by stakeholders is reported in
Annex I, that is the classified part of the document.
On this basis, the second part of the Note presents a forecast of potential future trends that
may represent RN unconventional threats in the upcoming years. Throughout the report,
different types of events that see the employment of RN material for malicious purpose are
taken into account following an order of relevance. Priority is therefore given to cases that are
likely to represent a threat in the future.

1.6 Glossary of Acronyms
Acronym

Description

CBRN

Chemical Biological Radiological Nuclear

CEPC

Civil Emergency Planning Committee

EDF

Électricité de France

GICNT

Global Initiatives to Counter Nuclear Terrorism

HEU

Highly Enriched Uranium

HMI

Human-Machine Interface

IAEA

International Atomic Energy Agency

IND

Improvised Nuclear Device

IS

Islamic State

ITDB

Incident and Trafficking Database

LEU

Low Enriched Uranium

MS

Member States

NC3

Nuclear Command, Control and Communication

NSS

Nuclear Security Summit
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RN

Radiological and Nuclear

RDD

Radiological Dispersal Device

RED

Radiological Exposure Device

SAT

Systematic Approach to Training

SCADA

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

UAS

Unmanned Aerial System

UN

United Nations

UNODC

United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime

VPN

Virtual Private Network

WP

Work Package

2. RN UNCONVENTIONAL THREATS: AN OVERVIEW OF RN UNCONVENTIONAL
EVENTS IN THE PAST
This section aims to present an overview of the RN unconventional threats in the past, by
introducing the most relevant cases that happened in the last 10 years in the EU territory. This
analysis will serve as a basis for the understanding of the evolution of the RN threat, from
which it will then be possible to extrapolate current and future trends.
Before starting the review, it is essential to recall the regulatory framework for the prevention
of nuclear terrorism at a global level. The most comprehensive Treaty in force is
the International Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism (ICSANT)
adopted on April 13th, 2005, during the 91st plenary meeting of the General Assembly of the
United Nations (UN).4 The Convention is designed to criminalise acts of nuclear terrorism and
promote police and judicial cooperation to prevent, investigate and punish such acts. So far,
the Convention counts 115 signatories and 116 state parties. The main scope of the
Convention is ensuring all State parties recognise the offences set forth in Art. 2 as criminal
offences under their national law. This is important in order not to allow the existence of “safe
islands” for individuals involved in acts of nuclear terrorism. The Convention does not apply to
the activities conducted by armed forces during armed conflicts, as they are governed by
international humanitarian law. Nor does it apply to the activities of military forces in the
exercise of their official duties, which are governed by other rules of international law. Lastly,
the Convention does not address the issue of the legality of the use or threat of use of nuclear
weapons by States.
The other international legal instrument worth mentioning is the Convention on the Physical
Protection of Nuclear Material (CPPNM), signed in Vienna and New York on March 3rd, 1980.5

4

UN, “International Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism,” 2005,
https://treaties.un.org/doc/db/Terrorism/english-18-15.pdf.
5
IAEA, “Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material,” Legal Series No. 12, Vienna,
Austria, 1982, https://www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/Publications/PDF/Pub615web.pdf.
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The CPPNM was amended in 2005, but these important amendments eventually came into
force in 2016. The Convention with its amendments is the only international legally binding
undertaking in the area of physical protection of nuclear material in international and domestic
use, storage and transport. It establishes requirements to the Member States to develop,
implement and maintain nuclear security regime comprising the measures related to the
prevention, detection and response to the malicious and other intentional unauthorised
activities involving nuclear material and related infrastructure. The CPPNM requires the
Member States to set up the punishment for offenses related to unauthorised use, theft and
ancillary offences, as well as for sabotage and smuggling of nuclear material.
Among the several international activities in the nuclear security sector, the Global Initiatives
to Counter Nuclear Terrorism (GICNT) is worth noticing.6 The GICNT is a voluntary
international partnership of 89 nations and 6 international organisations (EU included)
committed to enhancing global capacity to prevent, detect, and respond to nuclear terrorism.
It works toward this goal by conducting multilateral activities that strengthen the plans, policies,
procedures, and interoperability of partner nations.
In the past ten years, one of the most worrying activities concerning RN material has been its
illicit trafficking and attempted smuggling. The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
defines such practice as “the receipt, possession, use, transfer or disposal of radioactive
material without authorization”.7 The substances being trafficked are both fissile materials
which could potentially be used to produce nuclear devices, such as plutonium or highly
enriched uranium (HEU), and other radiological materials that are typically used in civilian as
well as military sectors, particularly in the industrial and medical fields.8
The IAEA manages the Incident and Trafficking Database (ITDB) system, meant to assist the
Agency’s Secretariat, participating States and selected international organisations to improve
nuclear security.9 The ITDB collates authoritative information reported on a voluntary basis by
participating States on incidents involving illicit trafficking and other unauthorised activities
involving nuclear and other radioactive materials. Information on reported incidents is only
communicated via a network of Member States Point of Contacts, while the access to the
complete database is limited to a small number of IAEA staff and governed by security rules.
An example of smuggling activities in the EU territory took place in December 2019. Three
individuals belonging to a criminal network were arrested for attempting to sell a nuclear
container, supposedly containing radiological material, to an army for 3 million euros.10 The
operation involved the Austrian Law Enforcement and the Moldovan General Police
Inspectorate, coordinated by Europol.

6

For more information, visit GICNT’s official website: https://gicnt.org.
IAEA, “Prevention of the inadvertent movement and illicit trafficking of radioactive materials,”
September 2002, https://www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/Publications/PDF/te_1311_web.pdf.
8
VERTIC, “Illicit Trafficking of Nuclear and other Radioactive Material - The Legislative Response,”
London, United Kingdom, April 2012, http://www.vertic.org/media/assets/Publications/ITR_WEB.pdf.
9
IAEA, “Incident and Trafficking Database (ITDB),” https://www.iaea.org/resources/databases/itdb.
10
Europol, “Crime group suspected of smuggling nuclear materials arrested in Vienna,” 6th December
2019, https://www.europol.europa.eu/newsroom/news/crime-group-suspected-of-smuggling-nuclearmaterials-arrested-in-vienna.
7
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Between 2018 and 2019, there were several cases of suspected selling and delivery of scrap
metals. In the Netherlands, four individuals were found to be involved in the illegal selling of
radioactive scrap metal used in ballast blocks on ships, and were arrested by the authorities
in June 2018.11 In the following months (November 2018, January 2019 and March 2019),
metal cylinders of approximately 1 cm radius and 10 cm length containing Cobalt-60 (Co-60)
were found in the port of Rotterdam in three different shipments.12 In the same period, in the
port of Hamburg (Germany) a radioactive source of Co-60 was found in a container, which
was part of a scrap metal delivery from Western Africa.13 All of the aforementioned cases saw
the involvement of a delivery shipping containing radioactive sources.
Besides the areas that were just mentioned, the former Soviet Union continues to represent a
major junction for the smuggling of radioactive substances, with special regard to Ukraine,
Russia, Georgia, and Belarus. Between 2010 and 2015, several individuals were arrested
because they were involved in smuggling and trafficking activities of RN substances in
Moldova, Georgia and Ukraine. Due to this area’s proximity to the EU territory, it is important
to be aware of possible smuggling networks that may result in threats for the Old Continent.
RN materials have also been used to harm people through poisoning. The most well-known
case is the killing of the former Russian secret service agent Alexander Litvinenko, occurred
in London in November 2006. Litvinenko was poisoned with Polonium-210 (Po-210), a
radioactive substance particularly suited for direct irradiation, as it leaves the murderer
completely unscathed.14 Another relevant case of suspected radioactive poisoning is the death
of the Moroccan model Imane Fadil. Her death was suspected to be caused by radioactive
poisoning because her blood work revealed unusual levels of heavy metals such as Cobalt
(Co), Chromium (Cr) and Molybdenum (Mo).15 She was admitted at a hospital in Milan at the
end of January 2019 claiming she had been poisoned, and died on March 1st, 2019. The
results of the test taken on the woman’s body then excluded the possibility that radioactive
poisoning could have been the cause of death. Analysis on samples of Ms. Fadil’s organ
tissues were conducted by ENEA’s Institute of Radioprotection (Italy).16 Formerly, the Institute
carried out a screening on biological samples of Italian citizens who, according to police

11

James Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies (CNS), “CNS Global Incidents and Trafficking
Database,” July 2019, https://media.nti.org/documents/global_incidents_trafficking_2018.pdf;
DutchNews.nl, “Scrap metal dealers arrested for passing on radioactive metal waste,” 20th June 2018,
https://www.dutchnews.nl/news/2018/06/scrap-metal-dealers-arrested-for-passing-on-radioactivemetal-waste/.
12
Laka - Documentation and research centre on nuclear energy, “Dangerous Co60 sources discovered
in scrap metal containers,” https://www.laka.org/docu/ines/event/1147.
13
Laka - Documentation and research centre on nuclear energy, “Co60 source discovered in a scrap
metal delivery,” https://www.laka.org/docu/ines/event/1148.
14
BBC News, “Alexander Litvinenko: Profile of murdered Russian spy,” 21st January 2016,
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-19647226; The Economist, “The Litvinenko affair: Murder most opaque,”
13th December 2006, https://www.economist.com/taxonomy/term/29/0?page=859.
15
De Riccardis, S., “Imane: nessuna traccia di radioattività”, La Repubblica, 21st March 2019,
https://milano.repubblica.it/cronaca/2019/03/21/news/imane_fadil_ruby_ter_berlusconi_esami_radioat
tivita_-222159336/
16
RaiNews, “Anche l'Enea esclude la presenza di radioattività nel corpo di Imane Fadil. Iniziata
l'autopsia,” 26th March 2019, http://www.rainews.it/dl/rainews/articoli/Morte-Imane-Fadil-radioattivitaanche-Enea-esclude-autopsia-da337c8e-446f-41cc-9ef1-49b249352fc3.html.
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investigations. came into direct or indirect contact with the alleged perpetrators of the
Litvinenko poisoning.17
Criminal or terrorist attacks involving RN material may also be directed against the very
infrastructure where these substances are kept or produced. Nuclear facilities have long been
recognised by experts as potential targets for terrorists willing to conduct at an attack or a
sabotage.18 Belgium experienced a few cases of attempted attacks and sabotage to nuclear
facilities in recent years. In 2013, the nuclear research centre located in the Belgian city of
Mol, was targeted by two individuals who managed to scale the fence, break into the laboratory
and steal some equipment.19 In August 2014, an employee of the Doel Nuclear Power Station
(Belgium) caused a five months shut-down of a reactor turbine by intentionally draining 65.000
liters of the lubricant for the reactor turbine.20 Lastly, in 2015, Belgian police found out that the
terrorists who perpetrated the Paris terrorist attacks occurred in November of the same year
were originally monitoring an official who worked in multiple Belgian nuclear research sites,
where a wide range of nuclear and radiological materials, including HEU, were stored.21
Nuclear facilities have also been the target of cyber-attacks by violent non-state actors. In April
2016, the Gundremmingen Nuclear Power Plant in Bavaria (Germany) was infected by a
malware aimed at stealing the facility’s data.22 Although the attack did not seem to cause
serious damages to the operations of the power plant, the malware infected the computer
system that managed the fuel rod-monitoring system in the plant’s B unit, as well as 18
removable data drives linked to computers not connected to the plant’s operating system. Two
of the viruses found were Conficker, which is used to obtain login information and financial
data, and W32. Ramnit, which targets Microsoft Windows software systems to steal files and
allows the attacker to remotely control a system that is connected to the Internet.23
An alleged episode of cyber threat to a nuclear facility was the Stuxnet case. Stuxnet was a
computer virus, which was first uncovered in 2010. Stuxnet did not simply target computers –
it was meant to physically destroy the equipment controlled by computers. Nobody ever openly
admitted the responsibility for its creation, however some analysts’ reports claimed that the
virus targeted five Iranian industrial facilities.24 Even though Stuxnet apparently did not slow

17

ENEA private communication.
Pomper, M. and Tarini, G., “Nuclear terrorism – Threat or not?,” AIP Conference Proceedings 1898,
November 2017, https://aip.scitation.org/doi/abs/10.1063/1.5009230, p. 4.
19
Rubin, A. and Schreuer, M., “Belgium Fears Nuclear Plants Are Vulnerable,” The New York Times,
25th March 2016, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/26/world/europe/belgium-fears-nuclear-plants-arevulnerable.html.
20
Rosenbach, E. and Chorev, M., “Belgium Highlights the Nuclear Terrorism Threat and Security
Measures to Stop it,” HuffPost, 29th March 2016, https://www.huffpost.com/entry/belgium-nuclearterrorism_b_9559006?guccounter=1; Rubin and Schreuer, “Belgium Fears Nuclear Plants Are
Vulnerable.”
21
Pomper, M. and Tarini, G., “Nuclear terrorism,” p. 3-4; The Conversation, “How to protect nuclear
plants from terrorists,” 13th April 2016, https://theconversation.com/how-to-protect-nuclear-plants-fromterrorists-57094.
22
Van Dine, A., Assante, M. and Stoutland, P., “Outpacing cyber threats. Priorities for cybersecurity at
nuclear
facilities,”
Nuclear
Threat
Initiative
(NTI),
2016,
https://media.nti.org/documents/nti_cyberthreats__final.pdf, p. 29.
23
Ibid.
24
Albright, D., Brannan, P. and Walrond, C., “Stuxnet Malware and Natanz: Update of ISIS December
22, 2010 Report,” ISIS Report, 15th February 2011, pg 2 in Kesler B., “The Vulnerability of Nuclear
18
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down Iran’s accumulation of low-enriched uranium (LEU), it may have successfully disrupted
the Iranian centrifuge programme.25 Although this cyber-attack has never been officially
proven and remains a disputed reconstruction, it still represents an instructive exercise in
assessing the impact a highly sophisticated virus may have on nuclear facilities, therefore
demonstrating how similar conceived attacks represent a possible scenario.
Viruses like Stuxnet represent high-quality means that can be employed to perpetrate attacks
resulting in major consequences. However, cyber-attacks can also occur through a simple
computer intrusion. An example is offered by the attack suffered by the Areva group in France,
in September 2011.26 The attack consisted in a large-scale network intrusion that forced the
group to increase security measures for three days around in September 2011.27

3. RN UNCONVENTIONAL THREATS: EVOLUTION AND RECENT TRENDS
The first section provided an overview of RN events that happened between 2010-2020, to
demonstrate their relevance and occurrence. In the following section, we will bring the analysis
further to attempt an assessment of how the RN threat can evolve in the future and what are
likely to be its most relevant trends.
In brief…

● The illicit trafficking and smuggling of RN material continue to be a serious source of
concern. Particularly worrying is the threat of contraband of RN agents through
maritime shipping. Regarding the geographical distribution of smuggling activities,
special attention should be placed on the Eastern European region. To counter the
continued threat of illicit trafficking of RN material, the international community could
consider adopting a set of common security standards, as well as enhancing the
detection technologies that are currently in place.
● Due to the new and widespread availability of technologies and know-how, cyberattacks represent a particularly threatening type of operation through which malicious
actors might target a nuclear installation. It is crucial to enhance cybersecurity
measures that need to encompass both minor negligence such as the admission of
guests’ computers and USB flash drives inside nuclear facilities, and more substantial
threats like the risk of malwares infecting a facility’s informatic system.
● A potentially new threat consists in the possible employment of unmanned aerial
systems to conduct RN attacks. More specifically, experts are showing concern about
the risk of drones flying over nuclear facilities gathering sensitive information that might
prove useful in the planning of a future attack, as well as drones being used as dirty
bomb-carriers.
Facilities to Cyber Attack,” Strategic Insights. Volume 10, Issue 1, Spring 2011,
http://large.stanford.edu/courses/2015/ph241/holloway1/docs/SI-v10-I1_Kesler.pdf, p. 21-22.
25
Ibid.
26
Areva was a French corporation specialising in nuclear power and renewable energy.
27
Amiard, J-C., “Nuclear Accidents: Prevention and Management of an Accidental Crisis,” February
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● The risk of insider threats in nuclear facilities is to be taken into serious consideration.
This applies to different categories of potential attackers: for example, individuals who
do not have specialised skills but have access to critical areas of a facility hosting RN
material, people who may not have direct access to such areas but possess advanced
technical competences (e.g. in the cyber realm) and also blackmailing of an employee
with access to a nuclear safety-sensitive area to force him to carry out a damaging
attack.

● With specific reference to the use of RN material for an attack by terrorists, the main
source of worry seems to be a possible significant improvement in the technological
competencies of terrorists interested in conducting a RN attack. For this reason,
stakeholders wish for meaningful advancements in the counter-action to technological
and cyber-attacks on behalf of the appointed authorities.

3.1 Intentional RN acts with malicious purpose
The risk of criminal or terrorist organisations conducting an attack with RN weapons or material
has always been considered threatening. However, this worry became more heightened after
the events of September 11th, 2001, which showed how violent non-state actors might be
intentioned to resort to means of attack able to provoke hundreds, if not thousands, of victims.
In such context, RN materials pose a particularly worrying threat, as just a few grams of some
RN agents have the potential of causing significant harm.28
Some terrorist groups have been trying to obtain RN know-how and material for some time.29
The Islamic State (IS) made public declarations about its ability to acquire and smuggle
nuclear weapons.30 The IS also seems capable of inspiring and radicalising individuals who
already possess knowledge on RN weapons and materials.31 A representative case is that of
Ilyass Boughalab, who became an IS militant after having worked for three years as a welding
technician at a Belgian inspection and certification organisation, which granted him regular
access to the Doel Nuclear Power Plant.32 In Syria, Boughalab became a member of a brigade
composed of dozens of Belgians nationals, including Abdelhamid Abaaoud, who is considered
to be the leader of the 2015 Paris attacks.33
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Despite the fact that there is no publicly available evidence of a concrete effort on behalf of
the IS to obtain a nuclear weapon,34 the trafficking of RN material is more within the reach of
a criminal or terrorist network than one might initially realise.35 Advances in information
technologies, coupled with the increasing availability of radioactive material, are making
experts worrying about a potential increment of criminal and/or terrorist activities involving RN
material.36
When it comes to the availability of the RN substances used for commercial or medical
activities, the one still representing the bigger source of concern is probably Caesium-137 (Cs137), as it is found in the form of powder and it is particularly easy to disperse in the
environment.37 Cobalt-60 (Co-60) and Iridium-192 (Ir-192) are immediate seconds because,
as hard metals, they could be smuggled or dispersed in the form of pellets. The level of
attractiveness of a given RN material is subjective, and depends on the value the criminal or
terrorist group at issue assigns to it.38
The control of RN sources poses challenges both on national and international scales.39 Flaws
in the regulatory systems contribute to an increased risk perception when it comes to RN
material. The legal architecture, as well as the cradle-to-grave control of the RN material,
remains too weak to face modern threats.40 There are still relevant weaknesses in the
regulations on the safety and control of radioactive sources in some countries where RN
smuggling activities originate.41 In addition, because these substances are often transported
across countries, it is difficult to keep track of their movement. This is why the transport of the
RN material represents a critical step for a potential seizure. In 2018, for instance, 41% of the
total incidents that saw the theft of radioactive material happened during transit.42
In order to make a balanced assessment of criminal and terrorist acts conducted with RN
material, it might be useful to refer to the model proposed by Bunn et al., which suggests to
consider a given threat as the product of someone’s intention and their capability, minus the
efforts put by those who are countering their actions.43
What follows is an overview of the most relevant trends that are likely to characterise future
malicious employment of RN agents.
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Smuggling of RN material
There is a variety of actors interested in smuggling RN material. The range varies from
traffickers who, besides smuggling the material, are also the end-users, and are therefore
highly invested in such operation, to mere mules contracted for the only end of smuggling the
material, but who are otherwise uninterested in the latter.44
Overall, the feasibility of a given RN substance to be smuggled depends on a series of factors,
including the concerned actors’ commitment to conducting the trafficking, the properties of the
specific substance that is being smuggled, and the actors’ willingness to smuggle the material
in person rather than resorting to a clandestine courier.45
Depending on the type of perpetrators attempting to conduct a RN attack, their risk-aversion
level might be very different. In some cases, the attackers might prioritise the success of the
operation to their physical safety46 (for example, suicide bombers represent the highest risk
component in this scenario, since they may carry an RDD - see below - without any concern
about their own safety). In this context, it might be worth keeping in mind the risk-assessment
model that was previously mentioned, as it considers the actor’s intention as a key element to
make a realistic estimate of the probability of a RN event.
Despite the thorough work done by law enforcement agencies, the risk of RN illicit trafficking
remains a potential threat to European security.47 This is mainly due to the constant flow of
these materials from conflict zones, which implies an increased availability, thus a continued
threat of contraband. Other experts believe that lately we have actually witnessed a scarcity
of available nuclear material, but nonetheless agree on the continued threat represented by
attempted smuggling of RN substances.48
While nuclear material is generally stored in government-owned and secured facilities,
radiological material can also be found in facilities belonging to the private sector, which are
often characterised by insufficient security measures.49 Not to mention medical, academic,
and research facilities, which are even accessible to the public.
Numerous civilian storages hosting said substances are not protected with sufficient security
measures.50 Out of the 23 countries (7 of them are EU Member States) that committed to
securing their most dangerous radiological sources during the 2014 Nuclear Security Summit
(NSS), only 19 had, by March 2016, implemented a national strategy aimed at re-gaining
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control over their orphan sources and improve control over those that are considered as
vulnerable.51
Ninety percent of international trade happens through maritime shipping.52 Direct maritime
routes represent a particularly attractive option for those attempting to smuggle radioactive
material, especially because the existing difficulties in its detection make it possible to carry
higher amounts of smuggled material.53 The maritime supply chain therefore represents a
crucially important factor for the identification of RN contraband.54 Due to the presence of both
land and maritime routes, the Black Sea region is particularly suitable for trafficking
operations.55 The majority of attempted RN smuggling operations occurring in this area are
profit-motivated.56 As previously mentioned, the latest reported attempt of illicit trafficking took
place less than an year ago, with a criminal network trying to smuggle nuclear material.
According to authorities and experts, the most common routes for nuclear smuggling in that
region is the one crossing the Ossetia region from North to South.57 Materials destined to
Turkey are taken across the Georgian region of Adjara, while those headed to Iran go through
Armenia. Turkey is also one of the favoured area of destination for RN material smuggled from
the former Soviet Union.58 However, Turkish authorities have not acknowledge that such
substances are directed to their country,59 and it is therefore impossible to state with certainty
their true destination.
When it comes to maritime routes, some of the most popular ones are from Odessa towards
Turkey and the Middle East, and through Moldova.60 Following an attempted case of HEU
smuggling in the Moldovan capital of Chișinău, even local officials had to acknowledge their
country’s role in non-state actors’ nuclear smuggling activities.61
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Figure 1 Smuggling activities in Europe and the Black Sea region, 2013-2018, CNS Global Incidents and
Trafficking Database 62

The growing industrialisation of developing countries which might not yet have robust security
measures in place, coupled with the globalisation process, might be influencing illicit RN
smuggling activities. There is a need to adapt export controls to the growing industrialisation
of countries involved in the transferring of dual-use radiological material.63 Globalisation
brought along the need to re-evaluate security strategies,64 and the black market based on
RN illicit trafficking makes no exception.
In order to counter the smuggling of RN material, the IAEA considers the “detection of the
transfer of significant quantities of plutonium or enriched uranium” to be the primary objective
of nuclear security measures.65 Detecting trafficking involving uranium, plutonium or other
alpha-particle radiation emitting isotopes, is particularly difficult due to the fact that these
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materials can be easily shielded.66 However, the likelihood of cases of attempted smuggling
of substances like Co-60 though scrap metal deliveries remains high.67
By one estimate, over 13.000 buildings in more than 100 countries worldwide are hosting
quantities of radiological sources sufficient to pose a serious RN threat.68 There is a need to
build a comprehensive system able to find and recover stolen RN material. The system should
include, to name a few, a legal architecture, intelligence services, and radiation detectors.
Building a similar framework will prove a very complex task.69
a) Cyber-attack to nuclear installations
Nuclear facilities are more vulnerable to cyber-attacks today than they were in the past. Cybercriminal operations are becoming easier to conduct, and the number of activities of this kind
is increasing rapidly.70
Criminal or terrorist groups may attempt to conduct a cyber-attack against a nuclear facility to
compromise the security of RN materials and the execution of operations, thus endangering
the nuclear command and control system.71 A successful cyber-attack to a nuclear installation
could have consequences ranging from minor to potentially catastrophic. Examples include
interruption of critical communications or access to information and imperilment of nuclear
planning or delivery systems; but they might go as far as allowing an adversary to take control
of a nuclear weapon.72
Nuclear facilities were not constructed at a time when cyber-attacks represented a serious
threat. This makes them “insecure by design” when it comes to cybersecurity.73 Unfortunately,
it cannot be assumed that the more a system is technically complex, the more it is secure –
rather, the opposite is true.74 Sophisticated technical system normally entail some degree of
automation and connectivity which, although granting more efficiency and cost-saving
benefits,75 inevitably lead to increased vulnerability to cyber-attacks.76 A cyber-attack could be
conducted, for instance, with the aim of causing the conditions to then lead a physical theft or
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sabotage of a nuclear facility. Moreover, it could be meant to get access to sensitive
information (e.g. nuclear weapon design).77
Nuclear facilities can be subject to numerous types of cyber-attacks, ranging from data theft,
to infiltration in the nuclear command, control and communication (NC3) system, to cyber
espionage. Nuclear supply chains and NC3 systems represent potential targets for cyberattacks.78
Conducting a cyber-attack against a nuclear power plant is neither as risky nor as expensive
as physically attacking one.79 But the main reason for nuclear facilities’ vulnerability to cyberattacks is an increased use of digital systems.80 Digitalisation introduces a new degree of
flexibility that allows criminals/terrorists to potentially hack a system by merely changing a
programmable code. Firstly, it can potentially decrease the level or redundancy, which
provided backup in case of system failure, through the addition of extra critical components or
functions.81 Secondly, the increased use of commercial off-the-shelf systems (e.g. Windows)
took away the “obscurity” that characterised older plants, making it much easier for potential
hackers to familiarise with a given system.82 At the time most nuclear facilities were built (i.e.
1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s), carrying out a cyber attack against them would not have been feasible,
as they were built on hardwired system which could not be hacked unless a criminal/terrorist
physically altered the circuit. Thirdly, the higher degree of connectivity within nuclear power
plants resulted in the decline of “air gaps”, which used to grant additional protection against
cyber-attacks.83 These “gaps” serve to physically isolate a computer or network from the
Internet, making them inaccessible to those who do not personally work in the infrastructure.84
Today, not only is it possible to break into these networks using a simple USB flash drive, but
several nuclear facilities even have virtual private networks (VPNs) that can be breached by
experts users.85 Lastly, the increased use of digital systems for nuclear facilities also led to
increased vulnerabilities in the supply chain. The nuclear supply chain consists in a series of
different companies and providers, all located in different regions of the world and presenting
different cybersecurity measures and regulations. A potential terrorist or criminal network
interested in conducting a cyber-attack could hit just one element of the supply chain, perhaps
taking advantage of comparably mild cybersecurity standards, then use this new vulnerability
to affect the rest of the chain. A facility’s components and equipment could potentially be
compromised by an attacker at any stage, for instance during the phases of design and
assembly.86
All of the aforementioned vulnerabilities make it possible, for some particularly skilled criminal
or terrorist groups, to develop the capabilities needed for carrying out a cyber-attack on a
77
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nuclear facility.87 Some fear this could be the case of the IS, which has proved to be fairly
capable when it comes to new technologies.88 A criminal or terrorist group aiming to hit a
nuclear facility might consider different targets, ranging from business networks, for the theft
of confidential corporate data that could be used for financial gains, to reconnaissance
systems, in order to obtain information that could then be used at a later time to conduct an
attack.89
A cyber-attack against a nuclear facility could target its industrial control system, namely
computers, field devices, and the human-machine interface (HMI). This is especially true for
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems.90 Such an attack could cause
loss of power thus taking the whole facility offline. What is more, several specialised search
engines which show all SCADA systems connected to the internet exist.91
A cyber-attack could also occur by taking advantage of a nuclear facility that allows third-party
remote access, as hackers could potentially exploit corporate business networks to gain
access to a facility’s industrial control system.92 Similarly, if a facility lets its vendors to connect
to it through a Virtual Private Network (VPN), the latter could potentially be hacked and used
to introduce a malware into the industrial control network.93 The same could happen if a facility
has an undocumented connection to the internet which, for instance, might be set up by an
employee.94
An additional potential vulnerability is represented by the necessity to constantly upload and
download data. If members of staff use their own USB flash drive, for instance, they might risk
introducing a malware into the system.95
Simultaneous attacks could also happen. This could be the case of a highly-organised criminal
or terrorist group which manages to plan a cyber and a physical attack to a nuclear facility at
the same time. Similarly, a group might be able to conduct multiple cyber attacks against
different public infrastructures, including a nuclear power plant.96
Today, potential attackers are also advantaged by the increased availability of automated
exploit toolkits.97 This equipment allows the user to test a system for vulnerabilities by
combining a computer programme with a payload – if put in the hands of a criminal or terrorist
organisation, the latter could employ it to conduct a cyber-attack against the industrial control
system of nuclear facility.
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The risk of insider threat is just as real in the cyber sphere as it is in the physical realm.98
Someone working inside a nuclear installation could, potentially, perpetrate a cyber-attack.
The attackers at issue would not even need to have a particularly sophisticated understanding
of hackers techniques since, as it was previously mentioned, something as easy as inserting
a USB flash drive carrying a dangerous virus could be more than enough to cause a cyberattack.
The consequences of a cyber-attack on a nuclear power plant could be as serious as the
uncontrolled release of ionising radiation.99 The effects of such an attack could be similar to
those of the Fukushima Daiichi incident of 2011, when all the power lines of the nuclear
reactors were destroyed, leading to their complete meltdown. What would have happened, for
instance, if the “WannaCry”100 virus of 2017 had hit informatic systems of nuclear
infrastructures such as the UK Trident system?101
Overall, the amount of consideration and thoroughness dedicated to the physical security of
nuclear facilities does not seem to be matched with a comparable level of cybersecurity.102
Some may consider the risk of a cyber-attack to a nuclear facility as an unrealistic possibility.103
In the past, there may have been cyber-attacks to nuclear facilities which, however, were
never disclosed. This might have contributed to making such occurrences perceived as
sporadic and improbable. A non-exhaustive collaboration within industries and a lack of
intelligence-sharing makes it especially difficult for the nuclear industry to learn how to protect
its cyber systems from cyber-attacks.104
An incorrect risk assessment may cause the implementation of inadequate security measures.
The personnel working in a nuclear facility may not have a comprehensive understanding of
cybersecurity procedures and, even when that is not the case, there might be communication
problems. It is therefore necessary that the people who operate directly within these
infrastructures are able not only to identify gaps in cybersecurity measures, but to report them
to those appointed at enforcing standards and regulations. This could be done by ensuring all
the staff working in a nuclear facility receives an appropriate cybersecurity training. Security
culture plays a crucial role in the protection and well-functioning of all nuclear installations,105
which should promptly include cybersecurity standards in their code of conduct.
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b) Attack or sabotage of nuclear facilities and other facilities containing RN
material
The risk of a physical attack or sabotage of a nuclear installation or another type of facility
hosting radioactive material is another type of RN event which seems to continue to worry
experts of the RN community.
There are two main reasons why criminals or terrorists would attack a facility hosting RN
material: either an attempt to steal the material, or physically damage the facility.106 While, in
the case of a civilian facility, the latter case would be limited to the dispersal of radioactive
material into the environment, a physical attack to a nuclear installation might result in the
meltdown of the nuclear reactor, provoking a release of ionising radiation.
There have been hints that extremist Islamic militants might be turning their attention to the
nuclear industry.107 Some well-known terrorist groups like Al Qaeda have publicly declared
their intention to target nuclear power plants through sabotage operations.108 The IS, too, has
been reported to be actively trying to attack, infiltrate or sabotage nuclear facilities.109 After the
terrorist attacks that took place in Brussels in March 2016, Belgian media reported that the
perpetrators originally considered attacking a nuclear installation.110 Overall, there is a growing
concern amongst experts that radicalised individuals might gain access to nuclear
installations.111
A new threat that has only recently started to be taken in serious consideration is that posed
by UASs, commonly known as drones.112 There is more than one way these systems could
be used to cause harm to nuclear installation. For instance, they could be packed with
explosive material and be crushed against the facility, to physically damage it.113 Drones could
be also employed during a reconnaissance operation, through a flyover conducted to gather
intelligence on a nuclear facility.114 They could collect photos and video footage documenting,
for instance, the site layout or the movement scheme of the facility’s guards.
Besides new technological devices that could be used to attack a nuclear installation, potential
attackers could still resort to simple trucks or other vehicles filled with explosive material, which
they could drive inside the facility.115 The risk of an insider threat in a nuclear facility has also
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been outlined as a worrisome possibility, but to result in a major safety-related incident it
necessitates the knowledge of safety-sensitive areas.116
The security measures adopted by each nuclear installation are different, as there are no
global standards. Surely enough, triggering an actual meltdown of a nuclear reactors would
be very difficult, since there are normally at least four operators present in the control room at
all times
c) RDDs, REDs and INDs
Although in recent years there have not been successful reported cases of this sort, criminal
or terrorist groups who manage to obtain RN material could potentially manufacture a RN
device, such as a Radiological Dispersal Device (RDD), a Radiological Exposure Device
(RED) or an Improvised Nuclear Device (IND).
RDDs are the simplest and most primitive terrorist nuclear devices. They are made by
combining conventional explosive (e.g. plastic explosive) and radioactive material (e.g. Ces137). Numerous radioactive substances commonly used for civilian applications such as
medicine, industry and agriculture could potentially be used to craft an RDD. However, for
some of them, the quantity that would be needed to carry out a successful attack is simply not
available on the civilian market.117
Regulatory (as well as physical) security varies depending on the country and, in some cases,
even among institutions within the same country.118 Some radiological materials are defined
“orphan sources”, namely substances which are not under regulatory control, e.g. because
they have been abandoned, lost, misplaced, stolen or transferred without proper
authorization.119 These sources are particularly accessible for criminals and terrorists aiming
to use them for building a dirty bomb.120
In 2005, the IAEA conference on nuclear security identified RDDs as a “major threat”.121 Desk
research and perceptions of questionnaire respondents suggest that the risk of an RDD is not
as likely as it was back then. Yet, some experts deem the risk of an attack conducted with an
RDD is to be higher in Europe than it is in the US.122 In particular, an analysis from the
Washington Institute emphasises the peril of extremist jihadist groups successfully
manufacturing such a weapon, and consider most European countries less prepared than the
US to face such a threat.123
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One reason why it is likely dirty bombs will continue to represent a threat in the forthcoming
future consists in the introduction of UASs.124 If placed in technically capable hands, a drone
might become an RDD carrier. There is a variety of commercial drones that would be equipped
to carry such a device.125 During an interview conducted in 2017, Friedrich Grommes, Head
for International Terrorism and Organized Crime in Germany’s Federal Intelligence Service,
expressed his concern about the possibility of terrorists using a commercial drone to drop a
dirty bomb.126
Just four years ago, the IS threatened the United Kingdom claiming it was seriously intentioned
to conduct a mass-casualty attack either through a chemical weapon or a dirty bomb, possibly
employing a drone to carry out the attack.127 In November 2016, a “drone factory” was
discovered in Mosul (Northern Iraq).
Sophisticated and anti-Western terrorist networks like the IS are not the only type of actor who
showed an interest in radiological terrorism. Despite it dates back to more than 10 years ago,
an example that is worth to report, is the case of James Cummings. Cummings was a white
supremacist who, angered by the election of President Obama in 2008, decided to plan an
RDD attack during a presidential public event.128 At the crime scene (i.e. Cummings’ home in
Belfast, Maine) the police found radiological material and literature on methods to construct a
dirty bomb. Cummings collected the radioactive isotope thorium-232 (Th-232) and depleted
uranium; he was able to buy the latter online, along with the material necessary to build a
conventional explosive. This was a clear “alarm bell” that motivations for radiological terrorism
may also from domestic extremisms in developed countries.
In July 2018, Greenpeace France carried out a demonstrative action aimed at exposing the
vulnerabilities of nuclear power plants.129 More specifically, the organisation wanted to raise
awareness about the possible use of drones against these facilities on behalf of a malicious
non-state actor. The organisation flew a Superman-shaped drone over the Bugey Nuclear
Power Plant, located about 25 kilometers from the city of Lyon (France), then crashed it
against the wall of the plant’s spent fuel pool building. As it emerges from statements released
by officials of the Électricité de France (EDF), the drone did not affect the safety of the
installation.130 The operation did, however, prove successful in its intent, as it was aimed at
proving how these installations are “easily accessible and extremely exposed to outside
attacks”.131
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The demonstration over Bugey Nuclear Power Plant was not the only event which saw the
employment of drones in proximity of nuclear installations. Between October 5th and
November 2nd, 2014, guards working in 13 different French nuclear plants spotted around 20
unaccounted drone overflights.132 In the same year, a similar UAS was spotted flying over the
Doel Nuclear Power Station.133 For the time being, commercially available drones are not able
to reach the reactor located in the core of a nuclear facility. This is why the likelihood of having
criminals or terrorists causing a major radiological event by flying a drone against a nuclear
installation is not very high.134 On the other hand, drone do pose a serious threat as weapons
carriers.135
Another example of radiological device is the RED. An RED is an object containing radioactive
material which exposes potential victims to radiation. Because such device does not emit any
noise, it could be hidden in a location (e.g. under a subway seat) where it can release radiation
without being noticed.136 The absence of sound or a blast makes REDs especially difficult to
detect, and implies a lack of public reaction during its use.137 While no terrorist act using REDs
is documented, reported events show that such devices have been used in the past to carry
out attempted targeted killings, where the victim is known to the perpetrator.138 An example is
represented by a Chinese nuclear researcher’s unsuccessful attempt, in 2003, to murder a
colleague with an RED made up with an industrial radiography camera containing pellets of
Iridium-192 (Ir-192).139
One last device that may be crafted by a particularly technically capable non-state actor is the
IND, defined by the IAEA as “a device incorporating radioactive materials designed to result
in the formation of a nuclear-yield reaction”.140 Differently from an RDD or an RED, an IND is
made with materials able to cause a nuclear explosion (i.e. uranium and plutonium). It is
important to consider that it requires a minimum know-how and infrastructure to even build a
crude gun-type nuclear device, whilst the probability to build a crude implosion nuclear device
is extremely low. If a criminal or terrorist group intended to produce its own weapon-grade
fissile material, it would only have two options: either enriching uranium or attempt the
132
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chemical separation of plutonium. Both techniques are extremely complex, let alone expensive
and very difficult to accomplish without being detected.141
So far, there has never been a reported case of construction and use of either RDDs, REDs
or INDs by criminals or terrorists in the EU in the last 10 years. More specifically, the recorded
quantity of stolen nuclear material in the past few years is not enough to construct a
crude nuclear device.142 However, especially given the new threat represented by weapon
carrier-drones, the risk represented by such RN devices should not be underestimated.

3.2 Threats assessment and perception143
People and organisations in the security realm, some of them directly or indirectly involved in
the management of RN events, identify a set of critical issues they have encountered in such
process.
The feeling that malevolent actors have acquired a renewed interest in RN material in the last
few years is shared among many – yet, there seems to be a common agreement that these
types of substances are still particularly difficult to acquire, when compared to other
“conventional” means.
Depending on the party involved, there are different perceptions concerning the type of
potential RN threats that might present themselves in the future. Some types of attacks are
generally seen as more likely in present or future times than others. Attacks conducted with
nuclear material, such as the detonation of an IND, are not considered realistic, possibly due
to the well-known difficulty of acquisition of such substances in sufficient amount and weapongrade quality. However, the mere smuggling of these materials, as well as other radiological
(non-nuclear) agents, is still considered a practice that continues and will continue to occur in
the future.
The majority of respondents found it impossible to assess whether RN attacks are more likely
today than they were in the past. This might suggest an inherent difficulty in the identification
of current trends in the RN threat. Differently, some of the experts proved ready to pinpoint
some significant changes in RN events that occurred in recent times. For one thing, by
resorting to some of the new technologies, perpetrators are able to conduct attacks with RN
agents without personally having to handle them. This is, for instance, the case of cyberattacks against nuclear facilities. Similar modes of actions allow the attackers to remain in a
completely safe physical state for the entire duration of the attack. In addition, the diffusion of
information concerning RN agents has allowed malicious non-state actors to acquire a higher
level of know-how, therefore increasing the chances of having highly skilled people in the
criminal or terrorist network at issue.
Besides factors strictly connected to the RN material itself, interviewees also pointed out how
socio-economic changes and political instabilities characterising some geographical areas
141
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have contributed to the evolution of the RN threat over time. With regard to future
developments, the main factor that will determine a possible increase in RN events consists
in technological development and criminals/terrorists’ access to software and hardware they
could possibly employ to conduct a RN attack.

4. RN UNCONVENTIONAL EVENTS MANAGEMENT
The section below is related to the RN training domain, which were produced with the
contribution from the partners and from the findings collected through the dedicated
questionnaire.

4.1 Strengths and weaknesses in training144
In brief…

● Each organisation, based on the responsibilities assigned and functions performed,
has specific needs and requires its staff to gain different competences (a set of skills,
attitudes and knowledge). Besides these specific training needs, all organisations
should have trainings aimed at the basics in radiation protection and understanding
how to protect the public from radiological hazard.
● A Systematic Approach to Training (SAT) is an optimal tool granting a gradual
implementation of the tailored training programme, designed as a logical progression
from the identification of the knowledge, skills and attitudes required to perform a job
to the development and implementation of training to achieve these competencies,
and subsequent evaluation of this training.
● A desire of more extensive use of technology in training has been expressed by
interviewees, involving new equipment and modelling techniques that can help a more
realistic simulation, with the ultimate aim of ensuring a comprehensive understanding
of the risk posed by radioactive material.
● Simulations and field exercises should be included in the training programmes: they
define gaps in legal framework, test effectiveness of the coordination and collaboration
mechanisms, procedures, concept of operations as well as test a team’s competences
in a given phase of RN events, showing potential gaps in its skills and knowledge. In
addition, they allow the workforce to operate in a close-to-real environment –
something that proves quite useful, given the extraordinary circumstances that
characterise a RN event.
● Basic knowledge of civil population protection and personal safety requirements in
case of a RN emergency could be instilled in the wider public. This way, everyone
could not only know how to practically behave to a RN event but would also know how
to manage stress should such an occurrence present itself.
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● Further cooperation among authorities and RN professionals could grant a quicker
and more efficient response to a RN attack. The inclusion of experts coming not only
from the field of RN materials, but also public health allows a wider view over the issue.

For an organisation to meet its nuclear security responsibilities and be able to effectively
contribute to an efficient nuclear security regime, it is essential to conduct a precise and
comprehensive training educating its workforce about the risks posed by RN materials.145
Through the tailored training, the personnel working in the field of RN emergencies can
develop numerous capabilities, including developing practical and operational knowledge and
skills, improving operational readiness, and clarifying roles and responsibilities within a given
organisation.146
Each organisation has different needs and requires its staff to obtain a different set of skills
and capabilities. A Systematic Approach to Training (SAT) is an optimal tool to develop and
implement the training program that correspond specific needs of the organisation. Within its
initial phase, SAT identifies the training needs that later will provide the basis for development
of comprehensive and tailored training program for respective organization. Identifying the
training needs, SAT employs analysis of different organizational documentations – job
descriptions, lists of typical duties and activities performed, statistics, as well as past events
records, compliance evaluation reports and other relevant information.147
Among the numerous objectives of RN-training courses, two are considered to be most
significant by the large majority of respondents - understanding the basics in radiation
protection, and understanding how to protect themselves and the public from radiological
hazards, including contamination. It has also been highlighted that detection is crucial
whenever dealing with a radiological hazard.
Besides trainings, practical exercises can prove a very useful element for the workforce’s
readiness to RN events.148 Such activities test the effectiveness of the related response
infrastructure as well as the team’s competences in a given phase of RN events management,
showing potential gaps in its skills and knowledge.149 In addition, participation in the exercise
allows the workforce to operate in a close-to-real environment – something that proves quite
useful, given the extraordinary circumstances that a RN emergency scenario implies.
According to some respondents, thanks to applications allowed by new technologies RN
training has been enhanced. A few respondents pointed out that the practical training with
emphasis on utilisation of effective and advanced equipment and instrumentation significantly
contribute to development of the competences that are necessary to respond to RN events.
At the same time, it is important that the same equipment types and modifications that have
been used for real operations are available for the training.
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Furthermore, the inclusion of experts coming not only from the field of RN materials but also
public health allowed a wider view over the issue.
There is, however, a lot of space for improvement. For one, basic knowledge of civil
protection arrangements and personal safety requirements in case of RN emergency could
be instilled in the wider public. This way, everyone could not only know how to practically
behave in case of a RN event, but would also know how to manage stress should such an
occurrence present itself. Then, further cooperation among authorities and RN professionals
could grant a quicker and more efficient response to a RN attack.
The main concern among interested parties seems to be a possible significant improvement
in the technological competencies of terrorists or criminals interested in conducting a RN
attack. For this reason, stakeholders wish for meaningful advancements in the counter-action
to technological and cyber-attacks. There is also a widespread hope that systematic and
structured trainings for the prevention, preparation, response and recovery, including
detection, of RN emergencies will continue and, possibly, will be enhanced by the introduction
and efficient use of new equipment, and more realistic simulation scenarios will be employed.

4.2 CBRNe civil-military cooperation
Cooperation between the civil and military sector is very significant when it comes to operating
in an environment affected by any kind of CBRN event. To this end, common training
standards should be implemented.
NATO’s role in the implementation of CBRNe civil-military cooperation is particularly relevant.
In 2009, NATO adopted CBRN defence comprehensive approach which takes into
consideration the political, military and civilian sectors encouraging through information
exchange, planning, joint training and exercises.150 At the basis of such concept lies the belief
that the allies’ civil preparedness to potential CBRN events might decrease the level of
attractiveness of such agents, therefore reducing probability of malicious use on behalf of a
violent non-state actor.
NATO Civil Emergency Planning Committee (CEPC) is appointed at supporting civilian
authorities in the event of a CBRN emergency for which they might require assistance. Its role
is precisely ensuring cooperation between the Alliance’s military operations and national
authorities.151 Last year, NATO also published a series of non-binding guidelines for the
enhanced civil-military cooperation in the management of potential large-scale CBRN
incidents associated with terrorist attacks, which concentrate on six areas: planning, logistics,
medical, public awareness and warning information systems, notifications and emergency
communications, and training and exercises.152
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Several European countries have worked to establish measures and procedures for CBRNe
civil-military cooperation. However, armed forces are usually involved for specific support only
at a tactical level, and not in their full capabilities, creating additional obstacles due to the
different tactical procedures followed by the military and the civil actors. To overcome such
obstacles, a more active role of armed forces when dealing with a CBRN incident on civilian
population should be part of a comprehensive approach in civil – military cooperation.153

Conclusions
While the likelihood of possible malicious use of RN substances seems to remain unvaried,
some of the ways in which a potential RN attack might occur in the future are changing. For
this reason, training should be tailored to current and future scenarios.
While the likelihood of possible malicious use of RN substances seems to remain unvaried,
some of the ways in which a potential RN attack might occur in the future are changing to
include new emerging scenarios, that should be included when conducting a risk assessment
to identify the security functions, needed competences and the content of training needed to
achieve them.
The illicit trafficking and smuggling of RN material continue to be serious sources of concern.
Particularly worrying is the threat of contraband of RN agents through maritime shipping. With
regard to the geographical distribution of smuggling activities, special attention should be
placed on the Eastern European region. To counter the continued threat of illicit trafficking of
RN material, the international community should consider adopting a set of common security
standards, as well as enhancing the detection technologies that are currently in place.
Due to the widespread availability of new technologies and know-how, cyber-attacks represent
a particularly threatening type of operation through which malicious actors might target a
nuclear installation. Special attention shall be given to cyber-attacks and cybersecurity
measures must be continuously enhanced. Such measures need to encompass both minor
negligence such as the admission of guests’ computers and USB flash drives inside nuclear
facilities, and more substantial threats like the risk of malwares infecting a facility’s informatic
system.
An element posing a new threat consists in the possible employment of UASs to conduct RN
attacks. More specifically, experts are showing concern about the risk of drones flying over
nuclear facilities gathering sensitive information that might prove useful in the planning of a
future attack, as well as drones being used as dirty bombs-carriers.
Looking forward, it is important to take the risk of insider threats into serious consideration.
Facility operators should continuously address the insider threat by enhancing their physical
protection measures with special emphasis on preventive and protective measures.
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The perception of the RN community about the evolution of the RN threat and its likely future
developments seems to mirror the available literature. A particularly valuable contribution
offered by the interviewed parties consists in their take on the need for improvement of RN
training. Advancements in technology could be exploited to this end, with the ultimate aim of
ensuring all those involved in the response to a RN event have a comprehensive
understanding of the risk posed by radioactive material, and are able to protect themselves
and the wider public from its dangers in case of an accident.
To complement the findings of this Intermediate Note, further inputs specifically tailored to the
content of the future Joint Actions will be elaborated over the Project’s duration, and feed into
the final Deliverable 3.1 Report on Evolution of RN unconventional threat (M56).
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